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Background and project objectives
1.1.

Project objectives

The overall objective of the project is to contribute to the sustainable expansion and
diversification of SMEs’ exports in Tajikistan ` through increasing the competitiveness of the
textile and clothing (“T&C”) industry and improving the quality management (“SQAM”)
infrastructure of the country.
The project focus is on the following four immediate objectives:
Immediate Objective 1:

To support the T&C stakeholders in taking a strategic approach
to the sector’s development

Immediate Objective 2:

To enable enterprises, the Government, and sector-related
institutions to better understand T&C regional and world
market requirements, opportunities and challenges

Immediate Objective 3:

To improve the capacities of T&C enterprises and sectorrelated service providers in product development and
marketing

Immediate Objective 4:

To improve the capacity of SQAM and SPS bodies and the
regulatory infrastructure.

Sector overview
Enterprises in the Textiles & Clothing sector are generally privately owned. Among
traditionally structured companies, there are a handful of spinning mills, around 20 textile
firms and about 30 enterprises in the clothing industry. In addition, there are numerous,
mostly smaller establishments are not captured by official statistics of the sector. Firms vary
in size from small, family owned operations with a few dozen employees to large, integrated
outfits with capacity to employ some 10,000 staff. However, the most dynamic elements of
the industry are found among smaller enterprises recently created as green field
investments or as spin-offs from older, larger establishments. There modern enterprises
have plans of vertical integration from spinning to manufacturing of socks or T shirts.
The sector also has sizable proportion of old state owned enterprises that were privatised.
These enterprises have large space, use very technology and are able to utilise very little of
their physical capacity. Many of the old spinning mills have faced difficult times in past
three years and have changed ownership or suspended the operations.
Some of the companies have been exporting to European market as a result of joint
ventures like Carrera-Textile City. However, clothing exports to Europe is limited. Most of
the active export oriented clothing firms are focussing on Russia as the primary market and
Central Asian countries. The newly formed modern spinning mills however are focussing on
exporting to Turkey, Italy and other European destinations for better value realisation.
Many enterprises are too small and lack management ability to directly participate in the
international trade. These enterprises cater to domestic demands of Government agencies,

public institutions and retail trade. Some of the participating enterprises in the ITC Trade
Promotion Programme in Tajikistan are involved in producing traditional clothing products
using artisan/ craft skills like Guldozi and Zardozi.
IC observed that the product quality and workmanship varied sizeably between the
enterprises covered under the project. In many cases the products looked acceptable, but in
other cases products with major obvious quality and workmanship flaws were observed
being produced. These products then had to be reworked on.
Most of the enterprises do not maintain much written records in terms of productivity,
rework level on the shop floor. Hence the workforces have little idea about the current
performance level and have little involvement in planning the improvement initiatives.

2.

Approach used for quality management and productivity
improvement

2.1.

Approach



Assessment of training needs of participating enterprises by the ITC local office



Development of training material including quality and productivity tools by IC



Introductory seminar for the top management of the participating enterprises to
introduce new concepts, methodologies and specific tools for quality and
productivity improvement
o Sharing the challenges and opportunities in global apparel market with the
participating enterprises.
o Making enterprises aware of the improvement potential in Quality and
Productivity and its impact on the profitability
o Exposure to the methodologies and tools for improving Productivity and
Quality.
o Providing Productivity and Quality Improvement tools to the participating
enterprises.
o Generating agreement on the use of suggested methodology and provided
tools with each participating enterprise.



Follow up visit to factories for on floor assessment, training and demonstrations on
how to use some of the tools suggested for improvement.



Providing organization specific recommendations for improvement



Development of a broad action plan for implementation of suggested
recommendations, with support from national consultants.



Follow up support by the NCs to facilitate the implementation and assess the
progress made



Second follow-up mission by IC involved training workshop in Khujand and Dushanbe
and In-factory visits for progress review and provision of additional inputs. During

the workshops the participating enterprises came out with an action plan for
implementation based on the inputs by the IC.


Follow-up support by national consultant for implementing the recommendations of
IC and capturing the impact



Assess the implementation and the progress achieved by the participating
enterprises and encourage sharing of mutual learning and best practices for
sustaining the improvement.



Visit by NCs to understand the status and progress prior to third follow up visit by IC



Third follow up mission by IC involved Quality and Productivity Gain-sharing
Seminars that provided opportunity for participants to share the benefits and
receive additional inputs on Waste Reduction, productivity improvement and
employee engagement. The seminars were organised in Dushanbe and Khujand,



Half day follow up visits by IC to the participating factories to review the progress
and clarify doubts, if any



Follow up by NC to support understanding, implementation on shop floor and
reporting progress.

2.2.

Objectives, structure and details of Mission 1

The key objectives of the mission to Tajikistan included the following:
 Inputs for quality management and productivity
o 1-day seminar on introductory inputs on the importance of quality
management and productivity
o ½ day in – factory interventions for each of the selected companies
At the end of the mission (19 December 2009) conducted a one day seminar for the
representatives of participating enterprises on quality and productivity. The IC was
accompanied by the ITC national project manager and ITC national consultants for the
factory visits. The IC visited 17 factories in Tajikistan.
The overall mission took place from 14 to 20 December 2009.

Objectives, structure and details of Mission 2
This was the second mission of IC to Tajikistan. The key objectives of the mission to
Tajikistan included the following:


To follow-up of the implementations done and results achieved by the participating
enterprises and provide additional inputs as needed. It was done through
o Two half day seminars to provide further inputs on quality management
discuss the progress achieved by the participating factories and develop
action plan for improvement.
o Half day in factory support for further guidance and training on need basis.

During the mission conducted two half day seminars in Dushanbe and Khujand for the
representatives of participating enterprises on quality and productivity. The seminar mainly
focussed on productivity and quality improvement experience sharing by the participating
enterprises. The IC visited 15 factories in Tajikistan. IC was accompanied by the ITC national
consultants for the factory visits.
The overall mission took place from 29 March to 11 April 2010.

2.3.

Objectives, structure and details of Mission 3

The objective and structure of the third mission of IC to Tajikistan was similar to second
mission as stated below:
 Follow-up of the implementations done and results achieved by the participating
enterprises
o One day seminars on the quality and productivity gain-sharing as well as
additional inputs for improvement
o ½ day in – factory follow-up visits for progress review, further guidance and
training.
 Further guidance and training on need basis
The mission started with a full day gain sharing seminar on 25th July 2011 in Dushanbe for
the representatives of participating enterprises. Similar seminar was organised in Khujand
on 30th August 2010. The seminar mainly focussed on productivity and quality improvement
experience sharing by the participating enterprises. The IC visited 13 factories in Tajikistan.
IC was accompanied by the ITC national consultants for the factory visits.
The overall mission took place from 25th July to 3rd August 2011. Further details of the
intervention are provided in this report.

2.4.

Purpose of the company level visits and details

The purpose of company level visits was to assess the improvements achieved on the front
of quality and productivity, understand difficulties/ issues faced by the enterprises between
the mission two and three, offer further suggestions for improvements, provide an
opportunity to factory team to ask questions and clarify doubts about the implementation
of suggested techniques.
It should be noted that just before this mission two new textile companies have joined the
program. IC also visited and a new, socks manufacturing plant, of a spinning company that
has been part of the program. . As regards these new companies and factories the
objective was to introduce them to the concepts that IC has been provided training on
during last missions and motivate them to adopt the concepts in a fast track manner.

2.5.

Summary of the results:

The results achieved by the participating companies were captured during their follow up
visits. The participating companies have implemented several recommendations of IC and as
result achieved significant improvements as detailed below:
1. Quality (Defect rate)
The defect rates have come down among the participating factories by 20 to 60%.
Seven factories have shown an average drop of 39 % in defect rates. In some cases
defect rate has been observed to be constant.
2. Productivity per worker per shift
Five factories have shown an average improvement of 21.08 % in productivity per
worker per shift. In few cases a marginal decline in productivity per worker per shift
was also observed as result of lack of orders.
3. Usage of personal protective equipment
The use of personal protective equipment in many participating factories has been
initiated in form of gloves, masks and uniforms. However this area needs a lot more
attention as the importance of safety of workers is ignored in many cases.
4. Improvement in working area
Factories have also put in their efforts to improve their work place. A factory has
improved its lighting system on sewing floor and has worked towards improving
ventilation in its cutting department.
5. Recognition mechanism
The employees are being recognised for better quality and suggesting improvement
ideas.
6. Product development for traditional craft based products
Ideas about tapping contemporary markets for traditional craft based products have
been well received by the participating companies and product development is
attempted for the same.
7. Worker migration rate and Absenteeism
The participating factories have also experienced improvements in form of reduction
in worker migration and absenteeism. Three factories have showed a drop in
worker migration rate where as two factories have reported significant reduction in
absenteeism.

2.6. Next steps and expected outcomes
Steps to be taken

Outcomes

Capability of data collection and analysis This will help in regular reporting and
review of quality and productivity
needs to be improved significantly.
performance, which in turn can result in
focussed improvement actions

Visual display of productivity and quality This is likely to help in creating greater
performance on shop-floor needed for engagement
among
workers
and
involving communication
supervisors in the improvement process.

New Textile units need to improve product This will help align investments to business
market focus and advise on balancing objectives.
technology solutions to prepare themselves
for global competition

RBC's 3G Tailor methodology for operator
training need to be adopted by the three
enterprises who received training in
Kyrgyzstan. If the skills learned by the
trainers are not used by them for some
time they may lose the confidence to use
them.

This will bring down the training time for
fresh recruits and also help improve the
performance of existing low performing
operators.

Understanding of work study tools and This will help with developing time
methodologies needs improvement to standard, line balancing and improvement
initiate further actions on productivity of productivity.
improvement

Conduct problem solving exercises in a This will help in strengthening the problem
structured manner on a regular basis
solving capabilities. Thus the factory middle
management teams will be able to come
out with lasting solutions for recurring

problems.

National Consultant needs to carry out This will help to review the progress and
follow up visits to the participating clarify doubts/ provide explanations, if
enterprises
needed. NC in turn can share the data on
the improvement achieved or difficulties
faced with IC for expert comments through
long distance support.

The mutual experience sharing by the This will further strengthen the knowledge
companies could be further raised to the dissemination between the enterprises
level of interactive seminars where the
enterprises can share their experiences on a
larger platform
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Mission 3 Seminar 1
'Quality and Productivity Gain-sharing for sustaining the improvement in
Textile and Clothing'
Dushanbe 25 July, 2011
The seminar was conducted at Poitakht on July 25, 2011 at 9:00 a.m. There were 20
participants including the representatives of T&C companies, representatives of ministries,
professors from Technological University of Tajikistan.
The seminar was aimed at bringing together the participating enterprises in the ITC TPP
Project to share the gains of the programs and insights on the challenges faced during
quality and productivity improvement journey in their organizations. Facilitated by the ITC
international expert on Quality Management Dr. Rajesh Bheda, the participants were be
able to learn from the experiences of fellow entrepreneurs and plan further improvement
actions.
The workshop offered inputs utilizing Quality Management for improving competitiveness,
identifying and eliminating Waste from the manufacturing processes. The production
simulation game was used to explain the principles of line balancing and lead time
reduction. It was also an opportunity for the participants to clarify doubts on the issues
related to quality and productivity in the textile and clothing industry.
The meeting also brought a good opportunity for dialogues and discussions between T&C
companies, representatives of relevant ministries and university teachers.
The workshop started with a welcome note by Mr. Saidmumin, National Project Manager,
ITC, who introduced the Expert to the participants.
After introduction part, the companies made presentations to share their case studies and
to present progresses achieved towards recommendations made by IC during previous
missions.
The first presentation was made by representative of Guliston . She presented the key
recommendations of IC and progress achieved in Guliston. These involved: The process of
placing ply number stickers was improved; method of tutoring is in use i.e. high skilled
operators give their knowledge to new operators by mentoring and providing practical
training. Also this year 3 specialists of company were trained on CAD in Turkey and one
specialist attended ToT in Kyrgyzstan.
Guliston’s presentation was followed by Yoqutiyon’s presentation on achieved results
towards the IC’s recommendation on QM and productivity. The progress reported was:
improvement in lighting on sewing floor and ventilation, installment of wooden tables
between the sewing lines to facilitate workers to pick up and drop down pieces and also for

pass them. Also, workers were encouraged for their involvement in identifying
improvement initiatives.
Dilorom's presentation covered the progress achieved. The representative said “Based on
IC's suggestion, tailor chalk is used instead of pencils and pens. Also company diversified its
production by adding new types of bed collection and special uniform. The practice of
hanging sample in front of production line is being maintained, which helps workers to
understand workmanship standards. Company has employed a mechanic for maintaining
machines and equipment; also workers are able to conduct simple upkeep of machines. The
cutting table was smoothened according to IC’s recommendation. The practice of rewarding
workers financially for better quality is being maintained in the factory."
The representative from Nafisa , Mr. Mahkhamov, during the presentation said "Based on
IC’s recommendation personal protective equipment (gloves and uniforms) are used by
workers. The practice of “Day of Quality” is observed in which the good quality performers
are encouraged. Defect related data is captured for summarization and analysis. Workers
are rewarded financially for better quality. Mr. Mahkamov also mentioned that as per
recommendation of IC during last mission, now they are implementing a process of
improving communication between different departments of factory, in order to improve
the overall productivity.
It is noteworthy that the presenters were cross questioned by the other participants to
understand the improvement achieved. This generated useful gain-sharing discussion for
the benefit of all.
After presentation sessions the participants were provided training on Introduction to
Waste Elimination for Quality and productivity improvement. Dr. Rajesh Bheda introduced
the participants to seven types of wastes 'Muda' and explained the importance of
recognizing these seven wastes in production and showed examples of eliminating them in
order to increase the productivity. The participants were told about the 'Seven Waste' that
are prevalent in manufacturing and how to identify them and prevent them to achieve
higher productivity.
After lunch, participants were shown methods improvement videos for hunting 'Muda' and
were asked to identify 'Muda' in different situations. This was followed by production
simulation exercise for understanding the principles of line balancing and role of in-process
Inventory reduction on through put time. By this simple simulation exercise participants
could identify their mistakes, understood how they can eliminate 'Muda' in order to
increase productivity in production line.
Participants were then shown examples of improvements achieved by participating factories
of ITC Trade Promotion Program from Kyrgyzstan. This provided the participants good visual
examples of best practices in production from the neighboring country.

This was followed by a video film on highly efficient garment factory for sports outerwear
from in Malaysia. This evoked a very positive response from the participants and they took
note of the methods used by the workers.
Question and answers session were conducted at the end of the workshop, at which
participants found answers to their questions and concerns. For example representative of
Nafisa company asked how to establish productivity improvement and attribute it to specific
improvement actions. IC answered that they could always conduct controlled experiments
in smaller sections of production can capture the data to see the impact of the new
practices. They were shown the example case studies where data clearly establishes the
improvement as a result of certain actions. should capture macro and micro data
improvement and carry out controlled experiments.
In the end of workshop, participants expressed their gratitude to Dr. Rajesh Bheda IC on QM
and Productivity for conducting such useful and effective workshop.

Participants during the interactive session

Saidmumin welcoming the participants

Dr. Bheda explainimg a point about perspective on
filled or emply glasss

Representative from Nafisa socks company
presenting during gainsharing session

Screening of the film on sports jacket manufacturing
factory from Malaysia

Participants enjoying the production simulation game

Participant Feedback
The feedback of participants was captured to understand their satisfaction level. The results
as shown below clearly indicate a very high satisfaction level. Participants also provided
their comments on what did they liked most.
S. No.

Question

Average Score on the scale of 1 to 5

1

How satisfied are you with this
workshop?

4.8

2

Did you learn new things in this
workshop?

4.5

3

Do you like the training material?

4.5

4

Will you be able to use what you
learned in this workshop? Yes/No

80% Yes

What did you like specially about the seminar?
1

I like the "Kaizen" philosophy

2

Business games, presentations and "5S"

3

I liked seminar very much. All materials of the workshop were interesting a new for me.

4

"5S", elimination of inefficient costs to improve quality and productivity

5

I liked seminar very much. It's very beneficial and required. I will use it in my courses on
Economics of Textile Production at the Technological University of Tajikistan

6
7

How to manage time in big industry, like graphics, charts, 5S
How to identify and eliminate "MUDA"s

Mission 3 Seminar 2: Khujand
'Quality and Productivity Gain-sharing for sustaining the improvement in
Textile and Clothing'
Dushanbe 30 July, 2011
The seminar started with brief introduction to ITC program and activities in T&C sector in
Tajikistan by Ardasher, National Consultant ITC. This was followed by IC providing an
overview of the agenda of the day and welcoming the participating enterprises to make
presentations on the improvements achieved so far.
The presentation by participating companies
Textile City highlighted following points
 Started improvement in warehouse by clearing old stock at attractive price in the
local market and clear the space
 Introduced red and green lamps in production lines to indicate the quality status
 Trained seamstresses to change sewing needles to save time
 Improved cutting accuracy of fusing material
 Inline quality inspection has been introduced
 Quality of accessories had been improved- replaced Chinese zippers with Turkish
zippers. Combined the zip order with Gulistan company in Dushanbe to get very
good price from Turkish supplier.
Leader
 Based on ICs advice we studied garment samples from 'Mizuno' Japan to get ideas
for improving our products. Also received photos and videos from Mizuno.
 Received the technical inputs by two Russian companies, who analyzed their
products. Based on these feedbacks company has improved products.
 Housekeeping has improved and workers are provided with masks and protective
gloves.
 Marketing- Working closely with agents in Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Pakistan and Japan
 Has created a website and started web retailing in Russia
 Developed value added Kimonos with peach finish
Zinat






To strengthen quality one more quality controller has been employed
company is also encouraging workers to do self checks
A more qualified mechanic has been hired- this has resulted in lower down time.
Introduced quality display board. This has names of the workers with the number of
defects produced. This has helped in defect reduction
Company is also incentivizing workers that do not produce defects.





The chief technologist of the company also got an opportunity to attend 'Train the
Trainer' program by RBC organized by ITC in Bishkek. The company has started using
the training methodology learned for training new operators and low performers.
The procedure learned for calculating Cycle time of operations has also helped
identify low performing operators and improve them.
The company is also hired an adviser with extensive international experience. She
has developed several factories in Russia, Kyrgyzstan and Georgia. She is advising
company on overall technological changes and recruitment of young specialists.

Nikoo Khujand








Based on ICs advise company has improved the data collection and analysis, this has
helped in productivity improvement
Worked on improving material handling to protect cotton bales from getting soiled
during transportation
Trained workers in improved methods for productivity improvement
Personal protective equipment like masks and year plugs are provided to workers
Exported yarn mainly to Russia but after cotton price rise. Stopped export
production. Now mainly produce for own consumption.
Started production of stockings with Bamboo fiber for value addition.

Spitamen Textiles







From last Aug to December factory worked in two shifts and Dec 2010 onwards
started 3 shifts.
They are working on ensuring that the defects do not travel forward to the next
process
In process check points are established
Initially inter-shift quality coordination was difficult but now things are much better
and there are no conflicts
Performance of maintenance function is tracked through trend based on ICs advise

The presentation by the factory representative generated healthy discussion among the
participants, who tried to understand the finer points about the implementation of
improvement initiatives.
After the presentations by the companies, IC showed video film of a highly productive
garment factory from Malaysia. The participants watched working methods of highly
productive operators with great interest.
The next session introduced the concepts of Lean Management for productivity and quality
improvement and how to identify 'Muda' (waste) in any process. This was followed by
Training session on '5S' the Japanese Work Place Organization technique. This session also
had many examples of application 5S in garment factories in manufacturing as well as office
environment.

Post lunch session covered a presentation on improvements achieved by the Kyrgyz
companies that are part of the ITC Trade Development Project. This provided them many
visual examples of documenting improvements with 'before' and 'after' photographs, trend
charts, visual display of specifications and important messages. The session also covered
Production simulation game that introduced the concepts of line balancing and the impact
of 'Work in process' on productivity and production lead time. This was followed by a
session on productivity improvement tools.
The last session introduced a few case studies on the factory improvements in factories in
India and Bangladesh. This was followed by an opportunity for the participants to think
about what areas of improvement they will like to concentrate in the near future.
The areas for implementation identified by the participants (subject to management
approval) are as detailed below:
Zinat




Hire better human resource and additional workforce for children's clothing
production
Repair and refurbish facility, budget has been prepared
Procurement of new equipment and disposing old equipment.

Textile City




Work further on utilizing old fabric stock to clear capital and space
Use 5S process to organize cutting room and eliminate waste
Further organize production lines using 5S principles

Spitamen Textiles



Ours is a new factory and many problems occur and we solve them. But we shall
emphasize now on timeliness and install clocks on the shop floor
Will use visual management techniques like display of specifications, Do's and
Don'ts, performance trend charts, planned vs. actual performance

Leader



Work further on consolidating our deals with trade partners in different countries.
The upcoming deal with Japanese company will be the first in Central Asian region
Work further with a company from Pakistan to start production of sports accessories

It can be said that the workshop was very well received by the participants and it served its
objective. The feedback of the participants shows a high satisfaction rate.

Participants enjoying the deliberations

Briefing on implementation by representative of
Spitamen Textiles

Shahlo of Textile City presenting the implementation
of quality control process

Director of 'Leader' presenting the improvements
achieved

Screening of film on outerwear production factory
from Malaysia

Participants enjoying production simulation game

Some of the key learning from the workshop as highlighted by the participants:





It is important to be able to see simple and basic things, as they can result in major
savings
Principle of 5S, 'Everything has a place and everything in its place'
Each waste 'Muda' has a $ value
Inventory turnaround is important for improving manufacturing effectiveness





For problem solving it is important to find the root cause than fighting with
symptoms.
More Waste/ fat means less flexibility.
Must focus on producing Right First Time than inspecting the products later.

Feedback of participants
Similar to Dushanbe seminar, the feedback of the participants was captured in Khujand. The
data shown in the following table shows the average satisfaction level score of 4.8 on the
scale of 1 to 5. (1= lowest, 5= highest). As provided below, the participants also identified
what they liked most in the seminar and also provided suggestions for improvement in
future seminars.
S. No.

Question

Average Score on a scale of
1 to 5

1

How satisfied are you with this workshop?

4.8

2

Did you learn new things in this workshop?

4.8

3

Do you like the training material?

4.8

4

Will you be able to use what you learned in this
workshop? Yes/No

All Yes

What did you like specially about the workshop?
1

Very clearly and simply explained

2

I liked how to pay attention to ineffective costs and conducting all sorts of
chronometer studies
Familiarity with the representatives of enterprises, which will help in the further
research.

3
4

Business games, presentations and "5S"

5

"5S", elimination of inefficient costs to improve quality and productivity

6

I liked seminar very much. It's very simple and affordable.

7

How to manage time in big industry, like graphics, charts, and 5S. We need
flexibility in our country.
The meaning of the Japanese terms, reflecting 5S, 7 kinds of inefficient costs
'Mudas'

8

9

The meaning of the Japanese terms 5S, 7 kinds of inefficient costs.

10

Japanese terms reflecting 5S, 7 kinds of inefficient costs.

What improvements would you like in such workshops?
1

Seminar is perfect

2

Hold a seminar on working days.

3

Involving representatives of other companies.

4

We haven't received some of the materials discussed

5

To have more practical exercises, preferably with examples.

6

I gained additional knowledge from the experience of Dr. Rajesh. Hope we'll have
more seminars and results.

7

Make break times shorter

8

Little more convincing examples.

9

Continue seminar to learn more.

10

Continue seminar.

Interaction with University Teachers in Dushanbe and Khujand
Meeting with Prof.Bakhtiyor Najmidinov of Technological University of Tajikistan
The meeting was mainly organised to discuss how the university students can work more
closely with the textile and clothing enterprises during their study period and professors an
active role in promoting this cooperation?
IC explained that many T&C enterprises have limited skill sets in the specific areas like
graphic design, communication design, web design or economic analysis of production and
quality related data etc. Many of the recommendations to by IC to the participating
enterprises could not be implemented due to this lack of skills or time availability with the
personnel of the participating enterprises.
To address this issue if the university is able to work closely with these enterprises a few
interested students can be motivated to assist these enterprises in these small tasks. This
will be a win-win situation for both the enterprises as well as the university students. The
students will get to work on real life small projects and enterprises will get needed short
support without having to employ specialists for small jobs. The long term benefits will be
improved communication and understanding between both parties.

Professor agreed to take initiative and organize a meeting with T&C enterprises through
LEGPROM and offer student support in a need based and flexible manner. He also agreed to
involve Department of Economic Studies and IT (Web Content Development) for this
interaction.
Interaction with University teachers to improve industry- academia cooperation in
Khujand
At the end of the gain sharing seminar in Khujand IC had a brief meeting with the teachers
from the Technological University Ms. Abdulloeva Ruzioy and Ms. Shahlo Rahimi. It was
emphasized that the companies need support in the implementation of some the
suggestions of IC. The students for the university can play an important role in facilitating
the implementation by working with the shop floor staff. This will be a good opportunity for
volunteer students to gain practical on the job training on implementing some of the data
collection, analysis and visual management techniques and factories will get much needed
support. This in turn will help the university to improve its ties with the industry for greater
collaboration in future. The teachers agreed to act on the recommendation.

Factory Wise Reports

Enterprise name- Dilorom
Address/Contact:

41, Gani Abdullo Str., Dushanbe, Tajikistan, 73401

Name of person(s) met / position:

Mr. Shovali Davlatov, Director

Product Profile:

Mattresses, bedcovers, cushions, industrial uniforms.

General Information/ Current Procedures
 The company works only for the domestic market. The orders are received through
participation in Government Tenders. The company was privatised in 1998.
 It owns 0.2 hectares of land
 It specializes in army and Police Uniforms and mattresses.
 The garment workshop is very basic with machines more than 30 years old.
 There is high competition but their costs are low so they get orders.
 They source their fabric for bedcovers and mattresses form Khujand, white fabric
from local mills, knitted fabric from China.
 They also use fabrics imported form Dubai.

Roping Defect at the collar

Pencils being used for marking on the fabric

Markets:

Domestic

Possible export markets:

Central Asia, Russia

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 Based on IC suggestion, tailor chalk in place of pencils and pens for marking on fabric
were used.
 Reward system for better quality performance
 Workers’ understanding for the need of good quality was found to be lacking, it was
recommended to orient the workers towards concepts of Right first Time quality.










Meetings were organized on quality improvement. Weekly meetings on quality
improvement are being conducted by administration of company.
Based on IC’s recommendation for product diversification, new type of bed
collection and special uniform were developed.
The practice of hanging sample in front of the production line is maintained for
workers to understand the workmanship standard.
Company employed a mechanic for maintaining machines and equipments, some
workers are able to conduct simple upkeep of machines.
IC recommended informing workers not to continue stitching if the quality is not up
to the desired level. Workers were informed to stop stitching in case of undesired
quality.
IC suggested rewarding the workers for better quality, reportedly- workers were
rewarded financially and the practice is being maintained.
The surfaces of table tops are smoothened. After smoothing the table tops cutting
process became better and effective.
On IC’s recommendation usage of personal protective equipment in form of masks
and gloves were used.

In factory updates – Mission3
 Business this year is relatively better than last year. They are also supplying to shops
that sell medical uniforms but the demand is limited. Local bazaars sell garments and
other textile products made in China at very low price. They need to have access to
Chinese fabric to compete with Chinese garments.
 Director with thanks to ITC project feels they are doing better than previous years in
terms of quality and design of products. In his opinion the company has made
progress on many of the defects identified by IC in his last visit.
 The company was requested by IC to prepare a sample of a bag that can be used as a
seminar kit holder. The same was immediately prepared by them. This could be
supplied with small embroidery logo at between 12- 14 Somoni. The company was
advised to make a few alternate samples and get in touch with Saidmumin for
further advice.
 During the visit to the workshop IC reviewed the samples developed by the company
for the Moscow fair. They have developed several jackets. Inputs were provided to
improve the fit and workman-ship of the jackets. The main problems identified were:
 Jacket sleeves falling towards back
 Jacket sleeves showing folds at cuff due to short lining
 Button hole not finished well
 Shade variation in sewing thread for different seams etc.
 Lining visible at convertible collar lapel

In factory session
Following training sessions with factory director, staff and seamstresses was conducted
which included:
 Website of leading Indian designer Ritu Kumar was shown
 Screening of video film of a sports jacket factory to show the methods of sewing
operators. The film was viewed with great interest by the factory team. They also
agreed to use video filming of better methods of operators for training new or low
performing workers.
 Video film on method improvement through training was also shown
 Discussion was also held on how to solve the problems related to jacket sleeve fall.
Solution for the same was suggested.
Key Recommendation
 Train the workers in better methods.
 Improve the workmanship of products, especially jackets as currently it is poor to be
taken to Russia for business.
 Develop defect library and show the workers common defects found in the products
 Train workers to take the responsibility of self inspection of products and not let the
defects move forward.
 Improve communication between pattern making, cutting and sewing to eliminate
defects.
 Develop new products like conference kit bag that are competitively priced and
multi-purpose. Seek institutional market for the same.
Expected results of the above recommendation
 Improvement in the product as well as process quality.
 Worker understanding of the quality standards required in the product.
 Improved safety standards.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Strengthen the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
department to achieve overall performance improvement.
 Develop a recognition mechanism for employees who come out with improvement
ideas and contribute in successful implementation.

Enterprise name- Guliston
Address/Contact: 2

1, Tehron Str., Dushanbe, Tajikistan, 73402

Name of person(s) met / position: Dilshod Begov - General Director, Deputy Director,
Chief Technologist, Production Manager, Finishing
Manager
Product Profile:

Jeans, recently started manufacturing shirts,
undertaking trials for the production of Disposable
Garments for medical use

Manufacturing Capacity:

220,000 units per month

General Information/ Current Procedures:
 The company currently exports through Russian wholesaler. All the money for raw
material is paid by the factory and the payment is received after delivery through
Russian Bank.
 The company has very good experience of exports of variety of products.
 The garment manufacturing facility is also one of the most advanced in Tajikistan.
They have CAD system, automatic fabric spreader and computerised cutting machine
form Gerber, USA. Sewing and finishing equipment is also quite modern. Machines
are from Juki and have special workstations of European make.
 Good skill level of operators was observed
 The Standard Allowed Minutes of the Jeans estimated by factory is about 16 minutes
Markets:

Exports to Russian wholesalers

Possible export markets:

Further expand in Russia try to aim at higher value
products

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3 – as reported by NC
 Factory has initiated fabric vendors’ analysis, by summarizing their incoming fabric
inspection reports.
 Quality related documentation in wet-Processing unit has started.
 The company is maintaining the use of “method of tutoring,” through which high
skilled operators transfer their knowledge and methods to other operators during
the work.
 The practice of identifying location of stickers on computerized patterns is in use so
that they are placed at a location without stitching line.
 The factory has started capturing and analysing Quality Inspection Data for defects
as well as rejects on consistent basis.

 Written operation specifications for operations like fusing, sticker placement to
ensure quality is also maintained.
 The factory has started providing the supplier with detailed analysis of defects while
explaining the difference between their quality inspection results and supplier
quality inspection reports.
 The factory has identified improvement projects in each department in consultation
with internal customer departments.
 The factories have identified operators with high skill and productivity performances,
are capturing their methods through videos and use it for training other operators.
High skilled operators give their knowledge to new operators by mentoring and
providing practical trainings.

View of a production floor of Guliston

Steam Blowing

In factory updates – Mission3
 The General Director expressed his satisfaction about the training received by the
company representative in Bishkek under ITC project by Dr. Rajesh Bheda and Paul
Collyer, IC from RBC. He indicated that the training notes were shared with the
management and attempts are made to implement the learning for training the
operators. General Director expected visible results of this initiative in a month’s
time.
 In a visit to shop floor, it was found that the factory was producing trousers. They are
using total 57 to 60 workers on sewing floor and the output in 400 minutes is about
400 to 450 pieces. This works out to be 50.66 minutes per trouser.
 Operation bulletin with productivity norms per operation was not readily available
on sewing floor.
 There is no visual display of production or productivity and quality performance.
 No reports are made on quality defects by the quality checkers on the sewing floor
 In the finishing and packing section the results of final quality control are recorded in
register and reasons for rejection are also noted. This information is later recorded in
computer for management reporting, at the time of the visit the factory had heavy

work load, especially in finishing. As a result the finishing and packing area has a lot
of WIP.

Quality Records

Inspection in process

In factory session
 Screening of video film featuring Athletic Jacket Manufacturing facility from
Malaysia for appreciation of working methods of highly productive operators
 Productivity benchmarks for Jeans production
 The factory team has been provided the document containing following vital
information:
Operation breakdown, machines used and time standards for Jean manufacturing.
Key Recommendation
 Create operator skill matrix ( which operator can do which operations at what rate of
output per hour).
 Develop a plan for operator training and train the operator. Capture the methods of
better operators on video films and use it for training low performing operators.
 Maintain the training records and evaluate improvement and effectiveness of
training.
 Start visual display of key production and quality related data for improving worker.
 Use racks for storing finished products in packing section to avoid clutter on the
packing floor.

Sorting of finished goods

Expected results of the above recommendation
 Operator training will help to improve operator’s potential as well as help in multi
skilling them.
 Visual display will help in spreading awareness about the status of quality and
production on the floor amongst all the employees.
Enterprise Support
The NC can help the factory team in planning operator training and in guiding them
maintain training records and evaluate improvement and effectiveness of training.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Strengthen the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
departments to achieve overall performance improvement
 Constant focus on value creation and waste reduction.


Institutionalize productivity computation in each process, its analysis and planning
for improvement.

Enterprise name- Hima Corporation (First Visit)
Address/Contact:
Yovon, Khatlon, Tajikistan
Name of person(s) met / position: Mr. Ismatullo Hayoev, Chairman; Mr. Ferrari, Project
Director
Product Profile:
Combed yarns (20-50 Nm)
Manufacturing Capacity:
Five thousand tons annual capacity with 10368 spindles
General Information/ Current Procedures
 The company was established in 2010.
 It has a private ownership and manpower of 120 employees.

Total spinning solutions from Marzoli, Italy

 Italian technology Texita of Marzoli is used.
 The factory management team and key technicians/ supervisors have been trained
in Italy. The company has also employed expatriate specialists from Italy and Syria to
take care of production and engineering functions.
 The company believes in focusing on developing customers and set production
according to their needs.
Markets:

Italy, Turkey, other European markets.

In factory updates

New spinning unit under installation in Hisar
district

 The company is in the process of setting us a new spinning unit in Hisar district.
 The new mills are to produce combed yarn from 30s to 50s count.




Latest technology from Europe is to be integrated in this mill.
It will also have a training college for training engineering graduates in textile
technology with hands on training and practical education.

Roving being tested for weight and linear
density

Roving being stored after initial carding






By next spring they plan to start production line of socks, towels and dyeing.
The company only aims to target European, especially Italian market.
Eventually wants to roll out in production of T shirts.
Company has recommended to the Government of Tajikistan formation of
specialized engineering faculty for the light industry.
 The main challenges faced by the factory according to the factory management are:
 Lack of technical Specialists in Tajikistan
Company sent six local staff to undergo training in Italy. They also have
employed an Italian production director supported by expatriate technical
team.
 Non existence of ancillary industry
Cones for yarn, card board separators for yarn cone packaging, paraffin etc
has to be imported. The cost of transportation is very prohibitive (twice of
the cost of products) for these products. To solve this problem the company
plans to set up manufacturing facilities for these ancillary products in
cooperation with other textile producers.

Hima Corporation, Yovon

Yarn cones packed at the finishing stage



Transportation Cost
The main competitor countries are India and Pakistan. Transportation cost to
Europe is about 50 cents per KG compared to India where this cost is about
18-20 cents.

In factory Session in Yovon plant
The session was organised for the key supervisory and managerial team. It focused on:
 The growing competition in the international market.
 Need for better quality to be supplied at lower price.
 Need for data collection and analysis.
 Principles of problem solving.
 Introduction to Kaizen - The process of continual improvement involving every body.

Discussion with factory management team after the training session

Key Recommendations
 Potential competition from India and Pakistan in the area of towel production needs
to be studied. Socks and T shirts may have better market potential. This has been
identified by the factory management.
 Start visual display of key performance indicators on the production floor to connect
workers with the shop floor performance.
 Train the factory team in the problem solving techniques.
 Encourage the factory team to contribute suggestions for improvement.
Expected results of above recommendations
 Market survey of the competitors will be of importance in analysing and identifying
the present gaps in the market. Potential product categories can be identified for the
product mix for the forward integration of business.
 Analysis of defect data will provide indicators for improvement actions.
 Involvement of workers in the procedures for betterment will result in greater
worker motivation and better workflow strategies.

Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Adopt KIZEN approach of continual improvement. Get the key staff trained in Kaizen.
 Create a reward mechanism for encouraging the participation in the improvement
process.
 Constantly seek best practices and benchmark standards to direct the efforts of
factory team in the areas of productivity and quality.

Enterprise name- Leader
Address/Contact:

2A, Boboeva Str., Khujand, Soghd, Tajikistan

Name of person(s) met / position:

Mr. Saidamon, Director, Mr. Sultanov Munir,
Director Operations.

Product Profile:

Kimonos and uniforms

Manufacturing Capacity: Dyeing plant capacity is 2.5 to 4.0 tons per day; weaving – 25,000
meters per months; sewing makes 1,500-2,500 pieces of kimonos per month and 3,000
pieces of other types of uniforms per month.
 Dyeing capacity of the factory is of 3000 to 5000 meters per day. Out of this
about 20% is used for internal consumption and rest is used for providing dyeing
service to other enterprises.
 Weaving workshop has 20 looms and can produce from 30 to 80 meters per shift
per loom
 Garmenting workshop currently has about 10 seamstresses. In peak season they
use up to 30 seamstresses.

The Dyeing Workshop needs improved housekeeping, dust on dyed fabric can be seen

General Information/ Current Procedures
 Sewing workshop machines are old and basic from Soviet time.
 They have agents and small warehouse in Moscow.
 The company is currently approaching a Belgian industrialist for JV partnership in
Shirt manufacturing and also looking for a JV partner with a brand for trousers.
 Weaving shed is old and needs major housekeeping drive.
 Fabric Produced in weaving workshop are for Uzbek Market

 The company feels they have a competitive advantage in manufacturing fabrics
specially Jacquards for Home Furnishing.
 Due to transport logistics and customs union with Russia, they would have cost
advantage over competitors like Turkey and China.
 They also Plans to set up new sewing workshop with about 100 workers.
 Earlier they focused on uniforms. But as the industry in Tajikistan went through
difficult times resulting in closure of many factories, the demand for uniforms went
down. Then they started with kimonos for Russian market.
 They need assistance in improving quality of Kimonos. They face competition from
Japan, Pakistan and some European countries.
 They also have dyeing and printing facility and have started making shirting fabric
(10,000 meters). They have produced some shirts on experimental basis and the
company intends to market them under the Brand name of ‘Romantic’. They can
start branding the Kimonos.
 The company has the potential to become a selling agent for regional clothing
manufacturers and exporters.
Markets:

Russia

Possible export markets:

Central Asia and Eastern Europe

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 Productivity per worker per shift has improved from 4 units per worker per shift to 5
units per worker per shift.
 Production capacity per day has improved from 80 pieces to 100 pieces.
 Defect rate has gone down from 18% to 8%.
 Cut to ship rejection has gone down substantially.
 Worker migration rate has substantially reduced by from 5% to near zero.
 Absenteeism has reduced from 10% to 5%.
In-factory update
 IC would like to complement the company management for showing significant
initiative and improvement actions. This is exceptional and can inspire others.
 This month the director of the company will visit Japan to meet their collaborators
Mizuno, which is a well established brand for the Judo uniforms. It is expected that a
specialist from Mizuno will visit Leader very soon to provide technical know how for
the production of the Kimonos. The company has already received detailed technical
analysis of its product from Mizuno and also photographs on how to carry out
quality checks and how to fold and pack the ready garments.

Sample Kimono From Mizuno

Technical Comments from Mizuno

 The company plans to gain the knowhow of Kimono production for the high value
international market through the collaboration with Mizuno. This will provide the
company the leadership position in the region. It is also expected that this will be a
good opportunity for Mizuno to use Tajik fabrics, produce garments in Tajikistan and
export to Russia which will help them save the import duty, transportation costs and
time.
 Leader has purchased an additional small facility to produce Judo uniforms for
Mizuno equipped with new machines and 30 workers. The new facility will have
heated floor for worker comfort in winter season.
 The company has also recently signed a contract with a Pakistani company to set up
a joint stock company to produce sporting accessories in Tajikistan for Russian
market. Pakistani company will provide the knowhow for the venture.
 The company has also set up an internet store in Russia for retail of the kimonos.
 Increase in the cotton prices is seen as the biggest obstacle for continuity of the
business. The company has preferred to say no to orders than to accept orders and
produce at loss as result of high cotton price.
 They also received the technical inputs by two Russian companies, who analysed
their products. Based on these feedbacks company has improved its own products.
 Housekeeping has improved and the workers are provided with masks and
protective gloves.
 They have started marketing and are working closely with agents in Kyrgyzstan,
Russia, Pakistan and Japan.
 They have created a website and have started web retailing in Russia.
 They have developed value added Kimonos with peach finish.
 The following were the areas for implementation identified by the factory (subject to
management approval) in the Khujand Gain Sharing Seminar:
 Work further on consolidating our deals with trade partners in different
countries. The upcoming deal with Japanese company will be the first in
Central Asian region.



Work further with a company from Pakistan to start production of sports
accessories.
In factory Training session covered
 During the session IC showed the websites for the sewing machine attachments to
Leader team for identification and procurement of work aids for quality and
productivity improvement
 The session was also done on production organization, workplace design, workplace
safety and lighting.
Key Recommendations
Following were the recommendations given by the IC:
 The kimono collar needs to have uniform thickness - the collar of the sample of
Leader is thick on the collar edge and thin at the collar joint with the body.
 Use of machine attachments for combining operations.
 Use of 'edge guides’.
 Start the visual display of the productivity and quality related data.
 Use RBC's 3G Tailor methodology.
 Maintain team work for part of the workers, especially medium skilled workers. High
skilled workers can continue to work as individual tailors.

The new workshop

Existing Sewing Workshop

 The new facility was visited and recommendations related to safety, lighting,
ventilation etc. were given, the factory has been asked to
 Make provision for fire/ emergency exits in the new workshop.
 Ensure the emergency exits open towards outer side of the building.
 Bring down the light fittings to improve the illumination level on the sewing
floor.
Expected results of above recommendation
 By use of machine attachments number of steps required to perform sewing
operations can be reduced, for example - use of binders or two needles feed off the

arm machine for sewing the underarm seam of the Kimono (three steps are to be
combined in one step).
 Edge guides will ensure parallel sewing lines on collar tape.
 The use of ‘3 G Tailor’ methodology will improve the effectiveness of operator
training.

Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Develop a few staff members the area of work study for initiating productivity
improvement actions
 Develop a recognition mechanism for employees who come out with improvement
ideas and contribute in successful implementation

Enterprise name- Nafisa
Address/Contact:

11, Adkhamov Str., Dushanbe, Tajikistan, 73402

Name of person(s) met / position:

Mr. Mahkhamov - Deputy Director/ Advisor

Product Profile:

Socks

Manufacturing Capacity:

Currently they produce around 6 million pairs of
socks per year.

General Information/ Current Procedures
o The factory is 50 years old. During soviet times it produced 43 million pairs of socks for
the CIS states. The factory had 1500 employees. It is a joint stock company now.

Socks being produced by Nafisa

o The challenge is to provide financial resources to run such a large facility. The
commercial banks charge very high interest rate. This stops them from improving the
production volume and investment in modernisation.
o They produce 100% cotton socks. They also use viscose yarn for design effects.
o They work with two major buyers from Ukraine and Russia who contribute to 70% of
sales. They get 70% of the payment in advance.
o As per the data the domestic demand for socks is 53 million pairs, thus a lot of demand
potential.
o USAID had made a survey of domestic demand. The company find that information very
useful. They recommended the need for changing the image of Tajik products from
being the cheapest to producer of high quality products. They acted on that now the
product image is better.
o They are competitive as long as the imported socks come through official route, but
socks that are entering Tajikistan without paying import duty are distorting the market.
In many cases there is under invoicing to save import duty. If we solve this problem we
are competitive with China and Iran. They expect the Government to take measures for
stopping illegal imports.

o Company shows its customers their old models for securing orders as well as produce
the models supplied by the customers.
o They buy yarn from Nikoo Khujand.
o Price:




75 Dirhams to 1.00 Somoni per pair.
Kids socks - 50 Dirhams.
Wholesalers buy at 75 Dirhams and the end customer gets at 1.75 to 2.0 Somoni.

Future outlook/plans
 Factory had developed a five year plan in consultation with all departments for
improving productivity and quality.
 They used data on demographics and demand forecasts for developing the plan. The
objective is to improve profitability. The message was very clear if you want to live
well, must control quality and achieve high productivity.
 Most of the imported socks are synthetic and suited for local weather conditions.
But their colour and patters are more attractive. There is a need to continue
educating the population about the benefits of using cotton socks.
 Banks provide finance at 25 to 30% interest rate this is not good for modernisation
or enhancing production capacity. They want to initiate talks with International
Finance Corporation to explore financing options. They seek to increase the capacity
to 10-12 million pairs.
Currently Government is focusing and supporting energy sector. If two three enterprises
with potential to grow can be supported with long term soft loans it can be a success story.
They hope with the formation of Association they will be able to represent their demands to
Government
Markets:
Ukraine and Russia
Possible export markets:

Heat setting of socks

Can further consolidate in Russia

Specialized machine for toe closing of socks

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3













Personal protective equipments in form of gloves and uniforms are used by workers.
The practice of improvement in housekeeping and overall cleanliness is maintained
The suggested practice of method tutorship is followed.
The practice of the weekly meeting “Day of Quality” is maintained in which the good
quality performers are encouraged.
The practice is maintained for the process of capturing defect related data, its
summarization and analysis.
Improvement initiatives developed by the Factory team during the seminar:
 Analysis of work performance at the factory in order to improve the quality
of produce. They have started applying simple types of quality analysis of
output by each worker and assistant headman.
 Analyses of workmanship of each main production unit. Carrying out of the
training of workers and specialists on a regular basis. Trainings are organized
during the work time.
 Carrying out quality analysis on a regular basis
 Finding out effective methods of moral and material stimulation of workers
and specialists performing good work and efficiency, financial stimulation of
better work (result) by company.
Improvement in housekeeping activities and overall cleanliness
Encouraging workers to wear personal protective equipments (especially masks),
Workers wear uniforms and gloves but not masks.
Encouraging all employees to think of improvement ideas.
Capturing the defect related data, summarising it, analysing it and carrying out
problem solving activity.
Strengthening the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
department to achieve overall performance improvement.

Quality Inspection- Post Knitting

IC reviewing the product. Also seen in the picture
is the deputy director of Nafisa and National
Consultant ITC

In factory session
In-factory session did not take place as most of the staff was on leave. The informal
discussion revolved around the worker motivation techniques and Fish Philosophy video
was screened.
Key Recommendations
 The company has not continued with the data reporting and display of annual key
indicators after 2008. This was rather considered a best practice when they did it.
They were advised to update the data.
 It was also suggested to start visual management on production floor.
 The company was advised to analyse the quality defects data from different
machines. Similarly defect data between the operators can also be analysed.
 The workers have been provided with house coats which is good. However, provision
of masks should also be there.
 Look at the possibility of offering sub contracting services to other upcoming socks
units in the areas like heat setting, yarn dyeing etc.
Enterprise Support
 Enterprise support is needed in the areas of making shop floor data analysis and
visual management a reality.
 Explain the workers the need to wear masks to protect them from cotton dust/ lint
 NC can play a role in above stated areas.
Expected results of the above recommendation
 Identification of the root causes of the defects this helping creation of action plan for
defect prevention.
 Improved health and safety standards.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Strengthen the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
departments to achieve overall performance improvement
 Develop a recognition mechanism for employees who come out with improvement
ideas and contribute in successful implementation

Enterprise name- Nikoo Khujand (New Factory- Socks Unit first visit)
Address/Contact:

North East Industrial Zone, Khujand, Soghd

Name of person(s) met / position: Mr. Ismoil Kalandarov, director and factory in-charge
Product Profile:

34's to 54's yarn count. Produce carded yarn

Manufacturing Capacity:

250 Tons per month

General Information/ Current Procedures: (Spinning unit)
 Started on 27th June 2009 the plant is equipped with German as well as Japanese
spinning machines. Equipment was brought from Austria. More machines are also
being installed. This will be a fully integrated company by 2014, next phases of
implementation are weaving, dyeing and printing and garmenting.
 The plant was initiated with 12 open end spinning machines. This was in JV with Iran
though it didn’t work well. Now they have 12 ring spinning and 5 open end machines
operational.
 Main competitors for their yarn are Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Russian market is
captured by Uzbeks.
 The workers and staff are highly experienced and skilled. 90% of their workers came
from Kabul Textiles, a South Korean joint venture which closed down. Under the
existing JV agreement there is provision to send their workers to Iran to get training.
 They grow their own cotton and are working on productivity improvement with
seeds from Greece to take productivity from 2.5 tons per hectare to 4.0 tons.
 Management is interested in improvement. Understands the need for market
oriented quick response. This company is a good candidate for future demonstration
of a market oriented, integrated fibre to fashion company.
 According to the regulation of 2005 brought in for deep penetration of cotton, the
enterprise is free from all taxes.
 The ring spinning machines are modern. During last one year they have produced
3000 tons of yarn. Most of it was exported to Russia and Kyrgyzstan. Now they also
sell to Turkey.
 In order to accomplish the obligations under 2005 legislation, the company plans to
set a socks manufacturing plant with Italian technology.
 The socks plant located on Jaffrabad will have a capacity of 1.5 million pairs.
 They have also purchased 27600 spindles ring spinning capacity machines form
Nassoji Khujand but they need space and capital to install it.

 They are also looking for a JV partner for yarn manufacturing business and are also
discussing with a European company for Kids wear manufacturing.
 There enterprise, and industry in general, is facing shortage of cotton in the market.
 Currently they produce 1.5 tons of ring spun yarn a day.
 Machine operators in spinning section looked highly energised, trained and efficient.
This clearly shows the managements investment in training.
Markets:

Mainly Turkey and Russia

Possible export markets:

Consolidate in Turkey and Russia and look at other
Central Asian countries

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 According to the schedule, the factory team conducts every 3 days the thorough
cleaning inside the shop and thus improvement in housekeeping standards.
 Workers are maintaining the use of personal protective equipment in form of masks.
 The factory is collecting, summarising, and analysing the data on Quality and
Productivity. They are maintaining and publishing Trend Charts for common
understanding of performance among all.
 The factory is identifying opportunities for Improvement in material handling.

A modern Ring Spinning Machine

Exposed bales of cotton

Factory updates (Spinning Unit) – Mission 3
 Based on ICs advise company has improved the data collection and analysis, this has
helped in productivity improvement
 The factory worked on improving material handling to protect cotton bales from
getting soiled during transportation
 They have trained workers in improved methods for productivity improvement
 Personal protective equipment like masks and year plugs are provided to workers
 They exported yarn mainly to Russia but after cotton price rose, they stopped export
and production. Now they are mainly producing for their own consumption.
 The factory has started production of stockings with Bamboo fibre for value addition.

Visit to New Socks Manufacturing Unit in Jaffrabad
 The new socks manufacturing plant was inaugurated by the President of Kyrgyzstan
on 27th March 2011. The installed capacity is about 7 mission pairs of socks per
year.
 The company uses the yarn from own spinning mill.
 They have started the exports to Russia. The factory was in the process of sending
the third export consignment of 100,000 pairs of socks.
 The unit is equipped with 58 modern Italian knitting machines form Santoni and
Lonoti.

Socks Knitting Machines form Lonoti

View of Socks knitting line

 It also has piece dyeing facility for dyeing the knitted socks. However it does not
have a yarn dying facility. Currently they use yarn dyeing facility of Textile City. To
start with they plan to create manual hank dying capacity and in future may add yarn
dying machines.
 They plan to produce socks of blended yarn Cotton/ Polyester as well as 100%
cotton.
 Target Export Market: Russia also exploring exports to UAE
 The socks finishing and packing process is carried out at the spinning unit close to
Khujand.
Mr. Kalandarov, the General Director said that they have had some difficulties during
production process because they are the first socks manufacturing company in their region
and asked for information about socks producing companies to carry out benchmarking. IC
provided the contacts of NR Socks from Kirghizstan for initiating mutual co-operation.
Key Recommendations
 An important step that IC recommends for this unit will be to diversify partly to
socks of fine mercerized yarns (which may be imported) and modify the machine
gauge to finer gauge. Such socks of yarn counts 40s to 80s and carry higher unit
value realization, and have assured demand due to fewer producers.
 IC suggested the factory to train their employees by video method.

 It was also suggested them to create the reporting system where production and
efficiency of each process and machine is captured and reported.
 The factory was suggested the need to capture defect related data including each
type of defect. A guideline format on MS Excel has been provided to the company.
Enterprise Support
NC can support in following:
 Creating reporting system where production and efficiency of each process and
machine is captured and reported.
Expected results of the above recommendation
 Development of productivity norms and reporting system that can help the
management to maintain high productivity level.
 Collecting defect related data would help the management to take corrective action
on specific quality related issues.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Get the key staff trained as trainers with the help of technology providers, so as
carry out in-house training of new and existing workers
 Strengthen the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
departments to achieve overall performance improvement


Develop a recognition mechanism for employees who come out with improvement
ideas and contribute in successful implementation

Enterprise name- Olim Textiles (First Visit)
Address/Contact:
36, Shotemur Str., Dushanbe, Tajikistan
Name of person(s) met / position: Mr. Shahlo-Marketing Manager, Director and
Production Head
Product Profile:
Carded Yarns (16, 20, 24, 30 Ne) and Combed yarns
(Counts 30, 34, 40 and 50s)
Manufacturing Capacity:
5500 tons per year
General Information/ Current Procedures
 The company was inaugurated in March, 2011.
 It has a private ownership and a total manpower of 500 employees.
 The equipments are supplied by the brands like Textima, Trűtzscler, Schafhorst full
option, Uster etc.
 The raw material (cotton) is sourced from own ginneries.
 The mill has a well equipped laboratory.
Markets:

Iran, Russia, Turkey,

Possible Export Markets:

European Countries

In factory updates
 The planned production for August, 2011 was 420,000 kg yarns. From September full
production will start with the full availability of cotton.

Expansion plan layout of the project

 Next phases of expansion will involve socks knitting, yarn dyeing, weaving, T shirt
production, weaving and jeans production. Socks production will start from early
2012.
 The company is planning to go ISO 9000 in future.
 Technical consultants had visited earlier for short duration from Italy and Turkey, but
the factory did not find it very valuable. Now an Indian consultant has been
identified who will join for one year contract.
 The factory desires cooperation in looking for potential buyers in European markets.
 Currently potential buyers are being identified through internet search.









Turkey has been identified as a major potential market due to its proximitytransport logistics and demand.
 Company is seriously looking at participating in textile exhibitions for
securing customers.
The test results are maintained in files and daily summary of quality parameters is
made.
The factory plans to produce 5 million socks per year and needs support for
identification of technology.
Count wise speed of spinning process is for 20's yarn count is 14000 r.p.m., for 30's
15000 r.p.m. and for 40’s is 15000 r.p.m. This can be improved further in near future
with training of workforce. They have agreement with technology suppliers for
provision of training to factory staff for three years period.
Currently the mill is targeting yield of 85% for Carded yarn and 75% for Combed
yarn. The yield in the case of combed yarn can be taken up to 76.5%. Most workers
are still undergoing training and the management is aware of further improvement
potential.

Key Recommendations
 For the creation of the product mix, the following are recommended:
 Annual output of 5000 to 5500 ton/year is rather small to be broken up into
both woven and knit fabric end uses.
 It is important to define the market territory for Olim focused on woven
fabrics.
 The product mix for wovens can be aligned as per yarn count like
Denim [using low count yarns] and towel [using medium counts] or
dress materials using fine count yarns.
 For value addition knitting for T shirt and socks is advised.
 To apply resources/time/cost on Yarn quality parameters.
 This would ensure access to better value Yarn markets
 It is important to get right ‘Uster’ yarn standards and lower 'Impurity Index’
value for various yarn counts.
 This requires to be done on priority vis a vis planning for ISO 9000
 To create the reporting system for whole production line.
 This would ensure the capture of defect related data including each type of
defect.
 The data related to quality parameters over a period of time need to be
summarized and trend charts need to be maintained to understand the
progress
 Data related to productivity and effectiveness can also be maintained in the
same manner.
 Excel sheets can be used for the capturing and maintenance of data.

 To Train employees by using videos of best methods.
 To Identify a Business to business (B2B) e-commerce portal for the business
development.
 Lead has been provided by the IC and the company has already become
member of www.fibre2fashion.com
 To train the supervisory team in 7 waste and 5S principles to initiate shop floor level
improvement initiatives
Expected results of above recommendations
 Evolution of a product- market strategy for the future
 The quality performance will stabilise further to meet the expectations of
international market
 The skill development will results in productivity improvement
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Avail technical and management expertise to develop a winning strategy to keep
ahead of the competition. (IC and RBC's team of experts can help in this area if so
desired.) Olim has a possibility and opportunity to become the best practice firm in
Tajikistan textile and clothing industry.
 Benchmark the yarn quality parameters with the best yarn producers across the
globe.
 Benchmark the productivity norms with the best international mills.

Enterprise name- Spitamen (No factory visit during this mission as the plant was
shut down due to non availability of cotton)
Address/Contact:

45, Saidov Str., Spitamen, Soghd, Tajikistan

Name of person(s) met / position: Mr. Bakaev, General Director
Product Profile:

Cotton Yarn (in future the company will add Knitting,
dying and Garment manufacturing capacity)

Manufacturing Capacity:

Spinning capacity 3500 tons per year.

General Information/ Current Procedures:
 Opened the plant in Nov 2009 under the new legislation for deep penetration of
cotton.
 They are in the process of recruiting staff.
 The main engineers and technologists are well experienced persons form other
textile plants like Textile City or Kabul Textiles. The General Director was Deputy
Director in Textile City.
 They will install 6 circular knitting machines. They also have plans to install a fabric
dyeing plant and knitwear manufacturing facility.
 All equipment is Italian.
 Company hopes to use 60% of yarn production for converting in garments and rest
40% will be sold to others or exported.
 Company is confident of being profitable through controlling the entire supply chain
from cotton growing up to garment manufacturing.
 They have the realisation that US$1 per kg for cotton could be converted to about
US$ 12 per kg of garments. Currently they have started cultivation of BT cotton on 60
hectare land.
 The plant will have state of the art automatic temperature and humidity control
system. It will also have a waste management system that will filter the air for
removing the lint and suspended fibres from the air.


The factory has made provision for a high quality hotel like guest house on the top of
administrative block. Apart from a VIP room it has 8 more rooms for visiting
customers, consultants, technologists.

Markets:
Production yet to start
Possible export markets:
Europe, Turkey
Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 Following are the improvement initiatives that the factory team developed during
the seminar:






Creation of quality control department.
Developing an optimal technological chain.
Optimal selection, sorting of cotton fibre.
Training of the personnel on proper working methods using the advanced
world practices.
 Creating packing departments for the shipment of ready textile according to
international standard.
 Training the personnel based on the method introduced by IC and carrying
out attestation.
 Creating a website.
 Productivity per worker per shift has improved from 100% to 106%.
 Production capacity per day has improved from 300 Kgs to 350 Kgs.
 Worker migration rate has reduced from 5% to 4%.

Session with the management team

The view of the plant

Factory updates – Mission3 as provided by the representative during the gain sharing
seminar in Khujand
 Initially inter-shift quality coordination was difficult but now things are much better
and there are no conflicts.
 Performance of maintenance function is tracked through trend charts
 The factory is working on ensuring that the defects do not travel forward to the next
process.
 In process check points are established.
 Spitamen will now emphasise on timeliness and install clocks on the shop floor.
 The factory will use visual management techniques like display of specifications, Do's
and Don'ts, performance trend charts, planned vs. actual performance etc.
Visit to factory could not be undertaken as the plant was shut due to no production.

Enterprise name- Suman
Address/Contact:

78, Internatsionalnaya Str., Dushanbe

Name of person(s) met / position: Ms. Faizimo Ibragimova, Owner
Product Profile:

Ceremonial garments for high officials and state
dignitaries, table cloths and mats, military uniforms,
embroidery products.

General Information/ Current Procedures
 The factory is very well known for special skills. They make ceremonial garments for
high officials and state dignitaries.
 They have participated in the international trade fairs. Currently they meet the
domestic market demand.
 During winters they make Tea pot covers. In summers they make bags, spectacle
cases, cell phone cases etc.
 They also make table top accessories.
 Most of their products are based on the market demand.
 The owner of the firm, Ms. Faizimo Ibragimova was awarded ‘Medal Napoleon’ by
Italian Government in Napoli and also in UK.
 They have participated in trade fair in Malaysia.
 In France too their products were highly appreciated, but they could not convert that
in business.


The owner worked in Guldust for 15 years and has over 35 years of experience. The
workshop has about 68 workers

A publication on the Medal Napoleon

Brochure of Suman

Markets:

Domestic

Possible export markets:

Western Europe, Russia, Asia

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 Based on IC’s suggestion, folders, that can be used for seminars/conference (ITC)
were created in small amount and in single type, latest order was from Open Society
Institute. This is yet to be promoted.
 Creation of new products like gifts, decorative items that have small Zardozi motifs,
to make this exquisite art more affordable and can result in creation of larger
market. Samples of products with zardozi motifs and decorations are now created.
In factory updates – Mission 3

Caps with Zardozi embroidery

 Management reported that this year business is better than last year. There are
more orders for Guldozi and Zardozi. Orders related to the 20th anniversary of the
independence of Tajikistan are also there. Company was working on a 2KM long flag
of Tajikistan and 18000 small flags.
 As regards, website development, company tried to hire a web designer but it did
not work well. The company wants to do it and needs help form ITC. The matter has
been discussed with PR Consultant and Saidmumin. Web presence to the company
can be provided on ITC Tajikistan weblog.
 Creation of product information tag is not done as yet. It has been decided that the
National consultant will help in this under ICs advice.
 As regards suggestions for export market development, company has been in
discussion with prospective clients from Pakistan and China. However the business
has not materialised as yet. The factory is participating in the Paris fair and hopes to
generate export orders there.
Key Recommendations
 Develop product information tag and start using them for brand recognition,
improving the self esteem of the customer
 Improve Web presence through listing in trade directories, ITC weblog, webpage etc.
 Further develop new products for the contemporary market

 Use university students to provide required support where in house capacity is not
there i.e. internet base promotion, development of information tags etc.
Expected results of the above recommendation
 Enhanced product development and marketing capabilities.
 Promotion of the product on a larger global platform.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Develop capability to cater to export as well as the demand for contemporary
products in the domestic market.
 Study the expectation of the contemporary market, identify the strength and
weaknesses of the current product and improve the capacity for product
development
 Improve the product communication so that the contemporary customer
appreciates the value of traditional products offered by the company.

Enterprise name- Textile City
Address/Contact:

Lenin Street, Khujand, Tajikistan, 735702

Name of person(s) met / position: Mr. Karimov - General Director, Deputy Director,
Technologist.
Product Profile:

Integrated textile city has weaving, textile processing
as well as garment manufacturing facility. Garments
manufactured are Casual Shirts, Formal Shirts and
Trousers.

Manufacturing Capacity:

65000 units per year, Dyeing capacity- 1 ton/day.

General Information/ Current Procedures
 The largest textile enterprise in Tajikistan.
 It was producing only casual shirts for the domestic market for in past, have started
producing formal shirts from October this year.
 Seems a potential candidate to strengthen the brands in Tajikistan market and slowly
export formal shirts to the regional market.
 Its underutilized capacity is its biggest challenge right now.
 Although they feel the demand is low as result production is low. Chinese shirts with
blended fabrics are low price and have captured the market; there can be good
demand for a branded shirt at about 50 Somoni (as opposed to Turkish 90 Somoni) in
domestic market if promoted well.
 Currently they have order for 80000 meters of Denim from Guliston.
 The weaving mill is producing that order with Russian looms made in 1975-80.
 The factory has an Industrial Engineering cell.
 Head of garment department is very active and responded very well. Deputy
Director was also found to be involved.
Markets:

Domestic. In past-Italy and Russia

Possible export markets:

Russia and Central Asia

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 The factory established 2 coal-fired boilers to reduce the cost by a couple in 2, 2

times. The work in progress, for modernization of boilers to make production more
energy efficient.
 The team focused on value creation and waste reduction, the seamstresses were
taught sewing in the right tricks to reduce the losses during the quality control and
reduction of the defects.
 The factory has shown following improvements:
 Productivity per worker per shift has improved from 9 pieces to 11.5 pieces.





Production capacity per day has improved from 275 to 370.
Defect rate has reduced from 5% to 2%
Drop in worker migration rate from 50% to 10%

In factory updates – Mission3
 The factory has started improvement in warehouse
 by clearing old stock at attractive price in the local market and
 clearing the valuable space
 Introduced red and green lamps in production lines to indicate the quality status, i.e.
Textile city have trained their operators to raise the alarm when machine gives the
defect.
 They have improved cutting accuracy especially of small parts like interlining of collar
and cuff.
 Trained seamstresses to change sewing needles to save time.
 Introduced inline quality inspection.
 Quality of accessories had been improved- the factory has replaced Chinese zippers with
Turkish zippers.
 The factory combined the zip order with Guliston company in Dushanbe to get very good
price from Turkish supplier.
 The participants have identified the areas for implementation (subject to management
approval. These are as detailed below:
 Use 5S process to organise cutting room and eliminate waste
 Further organise production lines using 5S principles

Bundle trolleys with cut pieces

Seen in the above picture is shirt folding activity

Observations:
 During the visit IC found that quality checkers stationed at the end of the sewing
lines had to do excessive trimming of threads at the end of the seams. This was
distracting them from their main task of quality inspection. As a result many defects
were found to be left un-noticed.
 IC also found major and obvious quality defect, waist band misalignment, in many
jeans produced. Such defects should be noticed by the following operators and

should not reach the end of the line inspector. It increases the cost of repair and
slows down manufacturing process, lowers efficiency and increases cost.

Production floor of textile city

Jeans with misaligned waistband and uncut
threads

 The factory does not have any visual display of production data on the shop floor.
 One line was working on jeans with a target of 250 pieces per day with 20 workers.
This shows that the man minutes consumed per jeans is 38.4 minutes in sewing line.
Many workers showed good rhythm at the same time others looked poorly trained.
 The quality checkers do not prepare any report. Thus the rework level is not
recorded and not known. Verbal feedback is provided to the workers.
In factory session
 IC showed presentations and videos of best practice firms from other countries.
 IC discussed the need to introduce visual display of trend chart and productivity
status so operators could know the status of production process in workshop.
 IC focused on the principle of production process – “Don’t make defect, don’t accept
defect, don’t pass defect.”
 An effective training method was also discussed with team, IC explained to take a
video of skilled operator and train other operators which are not so experienced by
showing this video.
 The doubts of the production chief about ‘how to set time standards’ and 'why there
is a difference between operator potential and actual production' were clarified.
They were advised to observe two operators at the start of the production line and
record their production as well as record the time lost due to various reasons to
understand the reasons for the difference.
Key Recommendations
 Immediately start the visual display of production/ productivity and defect data on
the shop floor.

 Carry out production study of few operators at the start of the production line to
understand the reasons for the variation in the potential output and actual output of
workers, spread the study to more operators in stages.
 Train sewing workers to cut extra thread on the garments, currently quality
inspectors spend most of their time trimming the threads than inspecting garments.
 Train the workers on how to spot defects in their own work and the work of previous
operators.
 Company should buy specific attachments (knives) and adjust their existing machines
so they could trim threads during sewing itself.
Enterprise Support
NC could provide support to the enterprise in achieving following:
 Promoting visual display of production, productivity and quality data on shop floor.
 Help factory team with initiation of data analysis.
Expected results of the above recommendation
 Visual display of production/ productivity and defect data on the shop floor will help
make the data prominent and available for everyone to see. The concerned person
can immediately act on the same.
 Training the worker on spotting defects in their own work and in the work of
previous operator, will help in preventing the passing on the defects till the end of
the production line.
 Training sewing workers to cut extra thread on the garments, will help save time of
quality inspectors in performing their actual work i.e. inspection of garments, as
currently quality inspectors spend most of their time trimming the threads than
inspecting garments.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Strengthen the capacity of key staff in planning small improvements in each
departments to achieve overall performance improvement
 Constant focus on value creation and waste reduction.
 Develop a strategy for encouraging improving initiatives through reward mechanism.

Enterprise name- Zinat
Address/Contact:

B.Babaeva Street, 2, Khujand

Name of person(s) met / position: Deputy Director
Product Profile:

Kimonos, Military, police and school uniforms

Manufacturing Capacity:

400,000 pieces

General Information/ Current Procedures:
 The owner purchased the company in 2002. The company had too many managers
and supervisors as compared to workers at the time of privatisation.
 90% of the sales are from uniforms and 10% from Kimonos.
 General Director has taught in University for many years. He has studied in Russia
and also has undergone special training programs in Washington on Economic
Restructuring supported by USAID. He feels there are three main issues faced by
them:
 The factory has the entire infrastructure but does not get stable orders
throughout the year. As a result they can not retain the workers throughout
the year. This results in lack of skills and training of workers goes waste.
 Weak Management Systems- They does not have strong people in market
intelligence, who can scout orders from CIS markets.
 Average worker age is 45 years. This affects their thinking and ability to take
initiative.
 As per the General Director, the CIS market can be effectively tapped with selling
agents. When the enterprise worked for Russian market they fulfilled all the legal
compliance standards. They even used barcodes.
 The company also has a promotional DVD where President of Tajikistan is seen
admiring the shirts produced by the company.
 The company also develops design collections and promotes them through fashion
shows.
 3 shirt production shops are not functional. These have specialised sewing
workstations from Juki, Durkopp etc. When all the four workshops were operational
the factory produced 1 million pieces per annum.
 Fabric for uniforms is imported from Russia, Belarus, China and Tajikistan.
 The in-house weaving looms are also used to produce bottom weight fabric for
Kimonos.
 The price for a Karate Kimono is USD 8 and Sambo is USD 9.5. For high quantities
they can get payment in advance.
 The enterprise has in-house operator training facilities and an experienced
workforce.

Markets:

Local and Russia

Possible export markets:
good
itself to

Company has exported to Italy through Carrera. It has
potential to export to Russia but will need to prepare
export to Europe.

Results achieved between mission 2 and mission 3
 Productivity per worker per shift has increased from 1-3 units to 2-4 units depending
on the type of product.
 Average production capacity per day has increased from 180-200 per day to 220-240
per day depending on product type and the availability of a large order.
 The defect rate or D.H.U. has decreased from 10-15% to 0-5%.
 Absenteeism has dropped from 10% to 2%.
 Quality display board has been introduced. This has names of the workers with the
number of defects produced. This has helped in defect reduction.
 Adequate protection for sewing machines in non operational sewing floors has been
given. All recommendations have been incorporated as work is underway to verify
the technical condition.

Unused workshop

School Uniform produced in the factory

 There has been considerable improvement in workmanship. Preventive
maintenance, technical and technological work has been carried out to increase the
amount given the scope of the contract and without compromising quality. The
quality is given special attention as per the recommendations given by the IC.
In factory update during session
 The company is concentrating on generating orders; the Director of the company
was in Russia to discuss the new business.
 Currently there are no orders in the factory. In 10 days after ICs visit an order of
5000 shirts for military was to start. All the workshops were empty apart from the
sample making studio.

 Company has depended for many years on Government orders, but now the
payments from the Govt. departments are getting delayed. Company is hence
looking at developing business with retailers in Russia.
 The company is also exploring business relationship with a Kyrgyz company who is a
buying agent for a Russian Retailer 'Ogiji'.
 To strengthen quality one more quality controller has been employed.
 The workers are being encouraged by the company to do self checks.
 A more qualified mechanic has been hired. This has resulted in lower down time.
 Incentives are being provided to workers who are not producing defects.
 The chief technologist of the company also got an opportunity to attend 'Train the
Trainer' program conducted by RBC organized by ITC in Bishkek. The company has
started using the training methodology learned for training new operators and low
performers. The procedure learned for calculating cycle time of operations has also
helped the factory to identify low performing operators and improve them.
 The company has also hired an adviser with extensive international experience. She
is advising company on overall technological changes and recruitment of young
specialists.
 The following were the areas for implementation identified by the factory (subject to
management approval) in the Khujand Gain Sharing Seminar:
 Hiring of better human resource and additional workforce for children's
clothing production.
 Repairing and refurbishing the facility, the budget for which has been already
prepared.
 Procurement of new equipment and disposal of old equipment.
Key Recommendations
 It is recommended that the factory should find out more buying agents for the
Russian markets and establish business relationship with them for the entry in to the
Russian market.
Expected results of above recommendations
 The above recommendation will help the company in entering the Russian market.
Long-term strategy for quality management and productivity to ensure sustainable impact
 Capacity building of the middle management in performance improvement
 Development of performance linked reward mechanism

